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Abstract 
Many languages viz. COBOL, C, C++, Java, Python etc have emerged and evolved in the arena of formal systems 
over the past few decades,. Programming language processors are designed to convert a high level language written 
source code to equivalent object code viz. interpreter, compiler etc. There exist variations in programming paradigm, 
like procedure-oriented, object–based, object oriented, low-level and logic/ invariant.  But irrespective of the 
programming methodology, trivial issues related with errors or bugs are often faced. Bug is always undesired to 
occur. So, need for a debugger embedded to compiler exists. Almost every language has a debugger module mostly 
dependent on involvement of developers. But again programmer needs to eliminate errors from the source code 
manually by dint of debugger module.  
The presented approach, a framework is proposed in which the elimination of the errors from the program 
source code is developer independent. The function of this module is to remove of the error one by one and to 
generate a debugged i.e. error-free form of the whole program. Then we will execute than debugged form of the 
source code to obtain our intended result. The framework is well-documented in the works of Gupta et al. [1, 2]. 
However, the issue ‘if the debugged form of the source code is non-unique i.e. more than one debugged form is 
found’ is not widely circulated in the literature. Effort has been made to get rid of the problems. The work presents an 
auto-debugger module in the interdisciplinary area of compiler design and machine intelligence that can take care of 
non-unique errors. The concept is accompanied by a developed compiler named SHARP. SHARP facilitates use of 
variable length of data type and further a framework of floating-point arithmetic different from the standard practice 
of mantissa-exponent scheme.  It is expected that this will navigate the study of automated language processor to a 
new horizon. 
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1. Introduction 
The development of the modern day computer was the result of advancement in technologies and 
man's need to quantify. Papyrus helped early man to record language and numbers. The abacus was one 
of the first counting machines. But that was a dumb device. In 1837, Charles Babbage was the first to 
conceptualize and design a fully programmable mechanical computer, his analytical engine. 
As a computer has an arithmetic-logic analysis capability with great computability, we have made the 
machine understand our computational need. Algorithm or pseudo code can be understood at user level 
but the machine needs a software system to understand pseudo code like structure i.e. program. A 
program is a set of information in structured or un-structured way.                                                    
A programming language is needed for man machine computational interaction. A language is a 
syntactical rule based way to represent any specific programming construct. In the past most of the 
programming language written in assembly language which only needs a low over-head software module 
assembler to generate target code. But with the advent of computational need and the cost of CPU we 
move towards the general language processor able to deal with the high level languages. 
The first compiler was written by Grace Hopper, in 1952, for the A-0 programming language. The 
FORTRAN team led by John Backus at IBM is generally credited as having introduced the first complete 
compiler in 1957. COBOL was an early language [3, 4, 5] to be compiled on multiple architectures, in 
1960. 
2. Compiler: Brief Overview 
Compiler is a program or software that can read a program in one language –the source language and 
translate it into an equivalent program in another language –the target language. Figure 1 shows the 
process. 
Source Program                                       Target Program  
Fig. 1. Basic block-diagram of compilation process 
2.1. ‘SHARP’ as a compiler 
The proposed work assisted by a developed compiler [1] introduces variations on the length of the data 
type it provides and also on floating point representation process. In this work the compilers introduces 
data type with variable length i.e. a length of the variable specified by the developer. Only restriction is 
the length has to be a specific multiple of 8. Though in some early languages like COBOL this is 
introduced, the difference remains in representation. The proposed work suggests different form of 
floating point arithmetic from the standard practice of mantissa-exponent form. 
In the present course of study, the syntactic analysis phase of a typical compiler is emphasized and 
investigated with modification. The phase to identify the errors the debugged form of which may not be 
unique is investigated explicitly. The erstwhile designed compiler SHARP equipped with auto-debugger 
module like COBOL can determine only if the error form is unique.
In this step ahead work, a software module has been incorporated that can rectify the bugs from the 
program and generates a debugged form of executable target program automatically. This software 
module is known as “AUTO-DEBUGGER”.  In the next section, the conceptual features to related auto-
debugger are presented.   
COMPILER
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2.2. Variable Length of Datatype  
Data type contains two properties of data one is the type of data and another is the range of values 
associated to it. This is done during abstract datatype specification. This work emphasizes on higher 
range of values for particular data type. Since the number of keywords is not increased to create wider 
range of data type, so there remains the provision to do so by adding functionality in the assembler level 
without affecting the phases of compilation procedure namely parsing, syntactical analysis, symbol 
table generation etc. 
     SHARP Compiler supports three datatype namely nrl, real and str, and with specification of size at the 
time of declaration in order to have a rational utilization of memory space. The length of variable can be 
specified with the operator “@”; the value that will be written after the operator will be treated as the 
length of the variable and its range of values will be determined accordingly. E.g. the declaration 
statement ‘nrl var@16’ means ‘var’ is an integer type variable having the 16-bits of memory space.  
2.3. Number Storing Arithmetic 
In the presented work, a new data structure is introduced for storing and operating numbers (i.e. both 
integer and floating point). Here every number has three properties, first, is the augmented value 
including the sign bit, second one is the number of digits after decimal point and the last one is the 
total number of digits of the number excluding the decimal point and sign bit. Depending on those three 
properties a number is stored using an algorithm named as ‘Number Structure’, described in the 
algorithm section. 
Number Structure (no)
The parameters are NUM, FC and ELEMI. This work produces a different data structure to store floating 
point number. Here it is described step wise: 
Here ‘no’ is the formal argument and can be any real or integer 
 The defined data structure has 3 components. 
 First one named as NUM contains the augmented value of the ‘no’ ignoring the decimal point. 
 Second field FC, contains the number of digits after  
 Decimal point. And the last field ELEMI contains the total number of digits.
 SHARP Compiler supports three datatype namely nrl, real and str, and with specification of size at the 
time of declaration in order to have a rational utilization of memory space. The length of variable can be 
specified with the operator “@”; the value that will be written after the operator will be treated as the 
length of the variable and its range of values will be determined accordingly. E.g. the declaration 
statement ‘nrl var@16’ means ‘var’ is an integer type variable having the 16-bits of memory space.   
3. Debugger 
Debugger tool is a set of programs which helps the user to eliminate the errors mainly syntactical, from 
other program i.e. target program in a step wise manner. There are basically to type of debugger: 
9 Source-level or Symbolic Debugger 
9 Low-level or Machine Language Debugger 
The first category basically deals with source language symbol i.e. tokens rather to disassembling the 
target assembly code, which the second category does. In our study we basically follow the concept of 
source-level debugging technique. It generates a debugged form of the source program whose extension is 
also ‘.cm’ and then we can execute the debugged source code seamlessly to generate the executable file. 
So, the process of the debugging more or less needs the user interaction. 
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3.1. SHARP Debugger 
‘SHARP debugger’ deals with the process considering all the syntax violation bugs at a time. This is 
another betterment incorporated by the new SHARP debugger over the traditional debugging technique. 
SHARP introduces the debugger module as a pass i.e. as a separate software module along with the main 
compiler software module. This has a benefit of segregated design & debugging strategy. As the language 
syntax rule of SHARP compiler is very constraint i.e. sharp deals with a very few key words, that make 
its debugging job easy. With the increase of keywords and the syntax rule base the job of debugging 
become tough while we try to deal with the debugger with less complexity. 
The main goal of the SHARP compiler project is to make the task of debugging automatic. The detail 
of the job is discussed in the next section.  
4. Auto-Debugger 
Auto-Debugger [6, 7, 8] tool is a program which helps the user to eliminate the errors mainly syntactical, 
from other program i.e. target program. 
4.1.  SHARP Auto-Debugger 
Sharp Auto-debugger is the new introduction in the SHARP compiler. It can detect and rectify most of 
the non-unique bugs. Figure 2 depicts the SHARP compiler with auto-debugger module. 
SHARP source program (.cm)
   Source                           Executable                                                        
 Code                             Target Debugged   
 (e.g.Darray.cm)                                                    file (e.g.Darray.exe) 
                                 Bugs  Found  (e.g. array.cm)                                                               
                                               
              
Fig. 2: Auto-Debugger: Diagrammatic representation 
The SHARP compiler module compiles the source code using traditional compilation technique except a 
few exceptions but that is beyond the scope of the discussion. Rather the discussion concentrates on the 
auto-debugger module. The concept of the auto-debugger is totally a new to the arena of compiler 
debugging process. The auto-debugger automatically performs the job of a debugger. There are two types 
of challenges: 
¾ Unique Debugged Form 
¾ Non-Unique Debugged Form 
Unique Debugged Form suggests only one correct token stream. This is already achieved by the SHARP 
compiler. 
E.g., ‘nri y @ 8 = 5’ is a bugged form. After the syntax error thrown by the Syntax Analyzer module, the 
source code sent to the auto-debugger module as an input. 
Now, the auto debugger consults its ‘database’ to find out the correct ‘keyword’ using the partial 
matching technique. The match which statistically optimum (i.e. maximum probabilistic match) can 
replace the incorrect token.  
Sharp compiler Module 
Auto-Debugger Module 
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So, in the preceding case the token ‘nri’ has maximum partial match with the token ‘nrl’. Therefore, ‘nri’ 
is replaced with ‘nrl’. 
Another example which is based on operator related syntax error, ‘nrl s @ 8  5’ is the bugged form. In 
this case also the Syntax Analyzer phase throws a syntax error and the source code is sent to the auto-
debugger module. 
4.2. Auto-Debugging Methodologies 
There are a few methodologies which have been considered to make auto-debugging task possible. In the 
next few sections are discussed sequentially. 
i) Partial matching:  
In the statement the partial matching gives the result with desired aspiration level i.e. all the keywords are 
used in the statement are found in the ‘database’. But in the white space position between 8 and 5 there 
arises two cases: 
xWhite space can be eliminated 
xA binary operator ‘=’ only fits the position 
The first case can be eliminated easily as the white space is removed it becomes ‘85’ which cannot be a 
size because ‘85’ is not a multiple of ‘8’ (i.e. SHARP supports variable length of data type where length 
must be multiple of ‘8’). 
So, the case two only has to be executed and auto-debugger places a ‘=’ sign between 8 and 5. Completed 
debugged source code sent back to the compiler module for target code generation. 
But if the debugged form is non-unique then the job becomes difficult. The non-unique forms are 
discussed later. 
ii) SHARP Syntax Rule Exploitation: 
Each and every language has its own grammar that defines how a valid string of a particular language can 
be constructed from a start symbol. These set of rules known as syntax rule. In the current analysis of the 
auto-debugger module it is very necessary to analyze those rules. This analysis is called Syntax Rule 
Exploitation. Only after exploitation it is possible to figure out the number of erroneous form of that 
particular construct that violate the grammar rule.  
For example, 
Let us consider the construct: ‘nrl a’ where ‘a’ is the integer type variable can have 3x3x3-1=26 
erroneous form. This no can only be figured out using Syntax Rule Exploitation. This number depends on 
the size of the construct; if it becomes large then the no of erroneous form grows exponentially which is 
presented in Figure 3: 
Fig. 3:  Graph: Probale erroneous form  
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In the case of semantics, the scenario will change drastically. Let’s consider logical semantics, SHARP 
facilitates ‘branch-true-false’ two conditional statements. It is similar as ‘if-else’ conditional branch in C. 
When a statement appears in the ‘branch statement’ as a conditional statement; its scope of semantic 
increases a few times. 
Let, ‘x=42+y’ is a statement. Consider its erroneous form is ‘x 42+y’. 
Now, if it be considered as a simple statement then there is only one correct form exists: ‘x=42+y’. 
But if it appears as a condition in the ‘branch’ condition: 
branch (x 42+y) 
true 
[……………………] 
False
[……………………] 
In that case between ‘x’ and ‘42’ there may following relational operators:  ‘>’,’>=’,’<’,’<=’,’!>’,’!>’ and 
’==’etc. So, the semantics also depends on syntax. Thus we need a study on the ‘syntax rule exploitation’. 
iii) Manual Mining: 
The programming samples are collected from the developers in the form of sharp file (*.cm) format. Also 
developers are provided with some simple programs that incorporates maximum chance of occurrence of 
common syntactical errors. The developer is assisted with the same set of programs several times to track 
the frequency of occurrences of errors. Depending on the frequency we can track the trends, discussed 
later. The mined result given on the following Table 1: 
Table 1. Measurement obtained through mining 
ErrorForm ProgramName User Occurance
Errorinwritestatementanextra‘=’sign. add.cm,cube.cm,divisibility.cm,div.cm,mul.cr 11
’Closingbrace’ismissing. add.cm,age.cm,div.cm,divisibility.cm,even_og,r 41
Spellingmistakein‘head’keyword add.cm,print.cm,remainder.cm,simplify.cm, g 7
Errorinwritestatement:'='inplaceof'+' add.cm,cube.cm,div.cm,sub.cm r 6
Allthebracesare'{'&'}'insteadof'['&']' add.cm g 1
Errorinstatementanextra‘,’sign. add.cm,natural.cm,sub.cm g,r 4
Spellingmistakein‘true’keyword age.cm,even_odd.cm,large.cm g,r 3
Spellingmistakein‘branch’keyword age.cm,divisibility.cm,even_odd.cm g 3
Variablesizeismissingafter'@' age.cm,divisibility.cm,even_odd.cm,large.cmr,g 13
Spellingmistakein‘write’keyword age.cm,div.cm,divisibility.cm,even_odd.cm, g 8
Errorinstatementanextra‘;’sign. age.cm,fact.cm r 6
FunctionDataTypeMissinginDefinition(returntypemissing) cube.cm g 5
ErrorinFunctioncall(wrongparameter) cube.cm g,r 8
Start'braceismissing cube.cm,div.cm,even_odd.cm,remainder.cmg 6
Start'Firstbraceismissinginfunctiondefinition cube.cm g 1
ErrorinFunctioncall(FirstBracePairismissing) cube.cm r 1
Spellingmistakein‘read’keyword div.cm,divisibility.cm,mul.cm g 4
BracketPair('['&']')missing divisibility.cm,even_odd.cm,mul.cm,prime.cr,g 6
Variablesizeisinsuffucient eval.cm g 1
ErrorinBranchCondition even_odd.cm r 2
ErrorinDataTypedeclaration('nr'inplaceof'nrl') even_odd.cm,natural.cm,prime.cm,remaindg 7
Spellingmistakein'false'keyword even_odd.cm g 1
+'signismissingafter'""'inwritestatement fact.cm,large.cm,natural.cmsub.cm,val.cm,vr 9
i+'inplaceof'i++'invariableupdatationunderloop fact.cm,prime.cm r 2
Inbranchcondition'&'inplaceof'&&' large.cm r 1
Spellingmistakein'loop'keyword natural.cm g 1
BracketPair('('&')')missinginloopstatement natural.cm g 1
i=i++'inplaceof'i=i++' prime.cm g 2
variablenamemismatch prime.cm g 1
Spellingmistakein'break'statement prime.cm g 1
unknownvariable print.cm g 4
Spellingmistakein'real'keyword print.cm g 1
='signmissingbetween'@'and'numericalvalue' prime.cm r 1
)'missinginaarithmaticexpression print.cm,val.cm,valfind.cm,valfind.cm r 6
['inplaceof']' remainder.cm r 5
variablename(lvalue)missinginaarithmaticstatement simplify.cm g 1
"'ismissingafterwritestatement sub.cm g 1
('missinginarithmaticexpression val.cm,valfind.cm g,r 3
BinaryOperatorismissing val.cm r 1
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iv) Pattern Mining: 
Pattern Mining [9, 10] is a data mining technique where we basically search the rule, i.e. the rule which 
associates ONE EVENT (or FACT) with the corresponding ACTIONS. It is not necessary that the 
ACTIONS must be unique, but it may have more than one closely related ACTION. But the pattern 
mining should be performed on the FACTS so that there is a unique ACTION related with one or more 
than one FACTS. The good pattern mining technique has the following characteristics: 
x More than one FACT associates only one ACTION. 
x     ACTIONS should be simple enough so that it can be implemented on an Inference Engine on any    
        platform (OOP or POP paradigm) with less effort. 
v) Finding Non-unique bugs  
A non-unique bug means the ‘error form’ which has more than one syntactically correct form. These all 
syntactically correct form may not have correct collective meaning. The following Table 2 describes the 
scenario: 
From Table 2 presented in the following it has been observed that more than half of bug- form have 
more than one debugged form. Foolowing the convention in probability, the most suitable form is 
assigned the value 1.  
We track the ‘error id’ because the compiler needs to identify the type of error using a numerical value. 
We also keep track of the unique error and their unique debugged form as the chances of occurrences of 
unique bug is 50%. 
Table 2. Debugged form report 
ErrorForm DF1 DF2 DF3 ChoosenForm Value Error_id
write"theresultis",+c write"theresultis"+c DF1 1
hed head DF1 1
write"resultis"=c write"resultis"+c write"resultis=c" DF1 1
{} [] () DF1 1
write"theresultis",+c write"theresultis"+c write"theresultis,+c" DF1 1
tru TRUE DF1 1
x=a*b)Ͳc x=(a*b)Ͳc x=a*bͲc x=a*(b)Ͳc DF1 1
banch branch DF1 1
nrlage@=8 nrlage@8=8 nrlage@8 DF1 1 29
wre"adult" write"adult" DF1 1
nri nrl DF1 1 3
head[ head[] head[……[…] DF1 1 6
4.3. An Illustrative Example 
Let ‘x=(a*b)-c’ be considered. If the erroneous form be ‘x=a*b)-c’. 
For implied reason parser will throw a ‘missing ‘(’ parenthesis at line no #’ error with a particular Error 
Code.
Fig. 4:  Corrected Envelopes of an error form  
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So, the auto-debugger may choose any of envelop among the three envelops. Luckily, in case of this 
example the placement ‘(’ is not very effective as it will not affect the result. So, reader may raise a 
question that then what is the need of consideration of the ‘(’. This is because of operator precedence. 
When we user ‘+’ instead of ‘*’ then the fact is true. So, again we have to think about the ‘best fit 
envelops’ i.e. priority of envelops. This will discuss in the later chapters. 
All the forms of envelops corresponding to each form of non-unique bugs are found in this way. 
The number of envelops increases in case of logical expression or the expression statements which 
appears as the conditional statements. It will definitely make job of choosing correct envelop more 
difficult. For that reason previously we have to study the trends and occurrences of each non-unique bug. 
5. Statistical Interpretation of  Bugs 
Statistics [11] plays an important role to determine the correct form if the learning approach is followed. 
In that case we take the following steps: 
¾ For a particular situation (i.e. an erroneous form) a form is chosen most of the times. That result will    
show the trends of choosing the best replacement from the correct envelops.  
¾ For tracking purpose we need to tabulate the occurrence of the errors and their replacements. That 
helps to find the frequency of occurrence. 
5.1. Regression Analysis 
Regression analysis includes any techniques for modeling and analyzing several variables, when the focus 
is on the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. There are two 
kinds of regression models: 
 Linear Regression Model 
 Non-linear or Curvilinear Regression Model 
i) Best-Fitting Tool: Non-Linear Regression Analysis          
The basic objective here is to determine the BEST SUITABLE FORM among the several Debugged form 
of any Erroneous form. Occurrence of a debugged form which actually asked by the target programmer is 
very irregular in nature. Thus Non-Linear Regression Model is tested. The model function is not linear in 
case of Non-Linear Regression Model. Regression models predict a value of the Y variable when given 
known values of the X variables. Prediction within the range of values in the dataset used for model-
fitting is known informally as interpolation. Prediction outside this range of the data is known as 
extrapolation. Performing extrapolation relies strongly on the regression assumptions. 
Example 1: 
Bug Form: x= a*b) + c 
The correct envelops: 
            1. X = (a*b) +c 
   2. X = (a*b + c) 
          3. X = a* b + c 
As the intention of the programmer may not be careless mistake i.e. wrong placement of braces, thus we 
do not remove the braces from the Bug Form. Rather we try to place the complement of the brace. Thus 
Operator Precedance Grammer suggests that ‘*’ has a priority over ‘+’. So, envelopes (1) have the most 
chance to occur. So, we assign the highest probabilistic no to (1) than (2). 
Example 2: 
Bug Form: nrl age@=8 
                   read age 
In the above two lines, compiler throws ‘Missing Size’ error(error id 29). 
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The debugged forms are 
 nrl age@8=8 
 nrl age@8 
But as this statement follows ‘read age’ statement, thus the second debugged form suits i.e. the integer 
type variable ‘age’ should not be initialized during declaration. However, the performed Regression 
Analysis is partially assumption based. 
ii) Regression Curve:  
We can plot a curve of regression for a particular type of bugged form: 
(De-bugged form i) vs. (total no of occurrence irrespective of user) 
Now, best-fit curvilinear regression curve can be plotted with the aid of small size sample distribution. 
Based on this best fit curve the next debugged form can be predicted and the corresponding occurrence 
using extrapolation and some assumptions which we already shown in the preceding section. 
Now based on the occurrences of the debugged form we can assign an unique probabilistic value to the 
forms. 
For Example, 
head
[
…..
…..
In the above example ‘the closing brace is missing’ error occurs. In the case study using data mining, a 
total of 41 cases have been recorded as occurrence value which is irrespective of developer and the user. 
Among this occurrences,  36 occurrences are of ‘missing closing brace’ in the ‘head block’ and rests are 
of ‘missing closing brace’ in functional block. The comparison between debugged form and occurrences 
is presented in the following Figure 5. 
Fig. 5:  Pictorial representation: Comparison 
Now from the graph the form (f#) is chosen whose occurrence is more among the de-bugged forms. Thus 
in our test example we chose ‘f2’ i.e. 2nd De-bugged form. 
Consequently it is concluded that if ‘any closing brace is missing’ error occurred then ‘a closing brace 
should be added at the end of the program’. 
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5.2. Determining the Priority Envelope 
One envelop i.e. correct form from more than one is chosed. This creates complexity. For the reason we 
took the help of the following strategies gradually: 
x Regression Analysis  
x Prior to replace one faulty i.e. bugged construct; auto-debugger consults with the hard rule base 
to find out best debugged form. 
x If this strategy fails to give the satisfactory choice then the auto-debugger incorporates it’s 
learning technique and choose the best statistically fit envelop. 
x This time also it tries to keep the semantics of the program intact. 
x At last it tries to choose the best envelops using Artificial Intelligence guided methodologies. 
6. Rule Based Formation: A Practical Approach 
The main motto is to build a Rule base [12, 13] which will help to take the following decision during the 
time envelop choice: 
x An unique rule is to replace the erroneous construct. 
x Unambiguous rule base. 
x Rule base must provide the best suggestion at the time of choice. 
x Rule base will be updated periodically, whenever it finds a statistically & more probabilistic choice 
occurs frequently. 
x Rule base access time should be reasonably less to give the optimum auto-debug process time. As the 
searching techniques and database access consumes the most of the important processor cycles. 
x Rule base should be formed in such a way so that it gives redundancy.  
Emphasizing the above features a rule base is constructed. The module is employed to selct the best 
envelope. 
6.1. IF-THEN-ELSE Rule Employing Strategy 
Building a Rule Base is the most important part of our project. In which we have taken the help of simple 
IF-THEN-ELSE logic. In IF-THEN-ELSE logic we consider the following structure: 
IF<CONDITION or FACT> 
 THEN <ACTION> 
ELSE IF<CONDITION> 
THEN <ACTION> 
For example, 
Bug Form: write “Sum is +sum 
Debugged Form: 
x write “Sum is +sum” 
x write “Sum is” +sum 
Chosen Form: 
              write “Sum is”  +sum 
IF-THEN-ELSE Logic: 
        If (‘”’ is missing in ‘write’ statement) 
  then  “Add ‘ ” ’ at the end of the statement” 
else if (“There is any ‘ + ’ symbol which precedes ‘variable name’ in 
    the ‘write’ statement) 
  then “Add ‘ “ ‘ just after the ‘ + ’ symbol”  
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The benefit of using this if then rule is it is very simple to understand and also to implement. It has one 
major drawback that is it cannot be formed all the time for all kind of complex logic. Also it increases the 
size of the coding. But in our project we can able to implement most of the ‘RULE’ is formed using this 
logic. 
6.2. Heuristic Approach 
Heuristics [12, 13] refer to experience-based techniques for problem solving, learning, and discovery. 
Heuristic methods are used to speed up the process of finding a good enough solution, where an 
exhaustive search is impractical. Examples of this method include using a "rule of thumb", an educated 
guess, an intuitive judgment, or common sense. In computer science, a heuristic is a technique designed 
to solve a problem that ignores whether the solution can be proven to be correct, but which usually 
produces a good solution or solves a simpler problem that contains or intersects with the solution of the 
more complex problem.  
7. Conclusion 
The presented approach is complex and not full-proof. Its accuracy largely depend on mining association 
rules and constructed rule base. A large and strong rule base may help achieving desired performance 
from the proposed auto-debugger. Incorporation of enhanced intelligent strategies may further close it to 
near-optimal result. The scope for advancement remains in almost every facet of the presented approach 
that can be transformed from self-improvised to self-adaptive mechanism. 
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